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Lppressing the private sessions of the Jewish Klaus or a Hell
ire Club or adult baptism, or Hitler's astrologer or a cele-
ration of the mass or a spiritualistic stance. So long as those
rho indulged in these oddities did not organise a propaganda
f them and sell them to impair the general mental balance of
be human community. But to tamper with the trustful minds
,f the young or the informative organisation of the world, is
[uite a different matter.
So we come to the problem of world teaching.   This is
dainly the most formidable problem ahead of us.  For that
)ld slattern, our Mother Nature, who has let one thing lead
:o another until we are now in a single world community,
has neglected to give us any individual or collective drive for
an education that will reconcile us to that conscious adaptation
our situation demands.   She has failed to mitigate our ob-
stinate indisposition to learn.   Homo Ttwler -may yet perish
miserably en masu because of his fear of a plunge into reality.
He holds on to his sinking ship ; he looks at the dark waters
and runs back to lock himself in his mental cabin with the
sedatives the clerical salesman has persuaded him to trust.
Yet time and again men of exceptional penetration have
attempted to launch a recognition of universal brotherhood,
of a new generosity and a co-operative life upon the world, as
the only possible salvation for our species.  It is not a new
realisation. Now, indeed, it is finally urgent, but it has been
plainly necessary to men of clear vision for scores of centuries.
Nineteen centuries ago, Jesus of Nazareth, last, most indignant
and most revolutionary of the Hebrew prophets, beating the
money-changers and cursing the barren fig tree, w s, so far as
we can disinter his doctrine from subsequent accretions,
preaching the gospel of human solidarity as his " Kingdom
of Heaven ", and the socialist movement, before Marx under-
mined it, was an equally disinterested drive towards a sane
salvation of our Tewler world.
There is-much to be learnt about the psychology of the
animal we are, from ahe fate of these two initiatives. They
were caught and crippled and destroyed by the sub-conscious
malice of their first generation of disciples. Paul took posses-

